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MINUTES FROM THE FIB TECHNICAL COMMITTEE (TC) MEETING 

 

Date:   1 April 2023 

Place:   Hotel Clarion Cardinal, Växjö 

Present:  Arne Anderstedt (SWE) – chairman 

   Pär Gustafsson (SWE)  

   Tobias Karlsson (FIN) 

   Frank Peters (NED) – secretary 

Also present: Attila Adamfi – secretary general FIB 

   Hans-Elis Johansson - SBF 

Not present: Tor Audun Sørensen (NOR) 

   Yury Molotkov (RUS) 

 

 

1 CONDITIONS 

 

We see during this world championship with double round robin ground league that the 

Conditions needs changes in case 2 or 3 teams end up with the same number of points. 

At first, when two teams play each other two times in the ground league, there will be only 

one penalty stroke competition. This is decisive in case these teams end with the same 

number of points. 

We must change also when one game between two teams ends in 2-0 and the second game 

between these teams in 0-2. No draws, but the teams can end up with the same number of 

points. In this case there should be a penalty stroke competition after the second match. 

Discussion needed when 3 teams end with the same number of points and no other options 

are available in the Conditions. 

 

2 TIMETABLE 

 

Some various subjects that were discussed. 

 

Next season, there are 4 tournaments planned in Russia. 

In IOC there are (practically speaking for FIB) no changes for teams competing from Russia. 

So, we must see what the options are for these tournaments. 

 

Kazakhstan showed interest to host the WCS 2024. 

China is interested in organizing tournaments again. 

Questions to Norway for 2023-2024 (Stein Pedersen will be contacted by Arne/Attila): 

WCS Y21: Will Norway participate? If not, we have to cancel this tournament. 

WCS Y17/Y19: Maybe Norway can host both tournaments as Sweden did this season? 

 

Attila Adamfi will send a questionnaire to federations which show interest in organizing 

tournaments. He will send the concept to TC members to see if we don’t forget anything. 
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WCS Irkutsk (Men A) and Syktyvkar (Men A+B) are still labelled postponed. These will be 

played when possible. 

 

To have a WCS A + WCS Women together (now here in Sweden) seems a success. This can be 

repeated in the future. 

 

For a WCS Y19 girls there are not enough players in the countries. 

 

We must be creative with subjects like Team Europe, for example also a training weekend 

before the WCS tournament. 

 

 

Next online meeting: Thursday 13 April, 14:00h, duration 2 hours. 

 


